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TRANSFORMING TEEN THERAPY
Presented by David Flack, MA, LMHC, SUDP
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Prologue:

MOST TEENS HATE THERAPY
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Hate is such a strong word, David!

Few teens choose therapy
Why?
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§ Few teen-specific approaches
§ Most therapists lack teen-specific 

training or experience
§ Get treated like big kids or little adults

§ Reactance
§ Therapists/programs sometimes fail at 

balancing autonomy and expectation

IF THAT WEREN’T ENOUGH…
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Resistant!
Oppositional! Defiant!

If not resistant, then what?
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Initial Reluctance to Engage

Developmental Factors

Attachment Issues

The Stuckness

Higher severity 

means increased 

obstacles
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Part One:

BEYOND RESISTANT
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Think Developmentally
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PRIMARY TASKS
Establish autonomy

Develop identity

Discreet developmental stage
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Ambivalence
Adolescence is a transitional state; nostalgic for the comforts of 
childhood, but wanting the privileges of adulthood

Abstract thinking
Starting to think abstractly which means existential concerns are 
common, especially with depressed teens & trauma survivors

Gray matters
The teen brain is a work-in-progress; impulsivity & poor problem 
solving are common, especially when under stress

Identity formation
A person's mental representation of who they are; components 
include a sense of personal continuity & uniqueness from others

A DEVELOPMENTAL LENS
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MOST COMMON IN TEENS WITH…
Substance-related problems

Histories of trauma
Attachment concerns

Developmental debt
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Address Attachment
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We aren’t sea turtles
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IF ALL GOES WELL, BY AGE ONE…
The world is a safe place

My needs will be met
People are glad I’m here
Securely attached

INSECURE STYLES
Avoidant
Anxious

Disorganized

AVOIDANT               SECURE                 ANXIOUS
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§ Often labeled resistant, oppositional 
or non-compliant

§ Expect treatment interfering behaviors
§ Present as highly independent

§ Lack trust
§ Empathy can seem insincere or even 

threatening
25%

AVOIDANT TEENS
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§ May over-perform in therapy or strive to 
please you

§ Self-sabotaging behaviors are common
§ Often hyper-emotional

§ Very small comfort zones
§ High frequency of learned helplessness

15%

ANXIOUS TEENS
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§ May fear primary caregiver
§ Behavior may not make sense
§ Struggle with empathy & trust

§ Often highly controlling or caregiving
§ Desire to be attached conflicts with 

desire to be safe

< 2%

DISORGANIZED TEENS
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In small groups, complete
Case Study: Andrew

Different attachment styles require 
different treatment strategies
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Understand the Stuckness
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An unwillingness or inability 
to do anything differently

WON’T CAN’T
Lacks desire                                          Lacks skills
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§ Stuck teens usually know they’re stuck
§ Stuckness leads to more stuckness
§ Inherently existential

ABOUT THE STUCKNESS

SOURCES OF STUCKNESS
Minority stress

Learned helplessness
Maladaptive task completion
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Chronically high levels of stress 
experienced by members of a 

stigmatized or marginalized group
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§ Ethnic, religious or sexual minorities
§ Can result in a variety of mental 

health & physical health impacts
§ Often intergenerational

§ Intersectional identities further 
exacerbate minority stress

§ Magnifies all other challenges

MORE ABOUT MINORITY STRESS
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Ongoing exposure to seemingly 
inescapable distressing stimuli
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§ Often a history of abuse, neglect &/or 
parents with SMIs

§ Trauma-like symptoms common, but 
trauma not reported or even denied

§ Low motivation & limited follow through

§ Most likely anxiously attached
§ Higher someone’s helplessness, lower 

their insight

MORE ABOUT HELPLESSNESS
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Attempts to demonstrate or practice 
developmentally appropriate goals, 

but in ways that are overtly problematic
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§ Intention is appropriate, but execution 
is flawed

§ Reactance + developmental debt
§ Common among adopted teens

§ MTC behaviors are often oppositional
§ Frequently performative

MORE ABOUT TASK COMPLETION
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The Role of Trauma

28

2/3 of Americans report at least 
one traumatic event by age 16

SAMSHA, 2020

Defined by survivor
Trauma leads to more trauma
Survivor vs. surviving
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Acute
One-time experience that causes severe emotional distress

Chronic
Multiple traumatic events, not necessarily connected

Complex 
Ongoing, interpersonal, known perpetrator

Developmental
Complex trauma that impacts early developmental tasks

Intergenerational
Trauma impacts transmitted through generations

TYPES OF TRAUMA
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§ Overwhelmed and helpless
§ Emotional extremes

§ Can’t process the experience
§ Memory becomes fragmented

SHORT TERM IMPACTS

31

32

Hyper-arousal
Vigilance, anxiety, sleep problems, trouble concentrating

Intrusion
Flashbacks, nightmares, unintentionally re-enact trauma

Constriction
Attempts to avoid intrusion, withdrawal from the world

LONGER TERM IMPACTS

In what ways might these impacts 
lead to treatment reluctance?
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The Role of Substances
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70% of teens in SUD treatment 
have a diagnosable MHD

45% of teens in mental health 
services have a diagnosable SUD

80% of teens in SUD treatment 
have a history of trauma exposure
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§ Teens with MHDs start using earlier 
than their peers

§ Don’t start using to “fix problems”
§ Using exacerbates MHDs

§ Using can cause problems even when 
teen doesn’t meet diagnostic criteria

STUCK ON DRUGS
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STAGES OF USE

§ No use ever
§ Experimental use
§ Occasional use

§ Regular use
§ Misuse / abuse

§ Addiction

These aren’t clinical terms
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“When I’m high, I don’t think about the 
past and don’t worry about the future. 

For a little while, my brain shuts up 
and I can pretend everything is okay.”

Andrew, treatment journal

Then why do they use?

Using is 

functional 
Teens know using
causes problems
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TALKING ABOUT DRUGS
§ Abandon your Abstinence Agenda
§ Share stories of past clients’ struggles 

& successes
§ Start with pros; end with cons

§ Stop – Less – Same – More
§ Hold them capable

§ Expect rigid thinking
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Backpack Full of [BLEEP]
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In small groups, complete
Andrew’s Backpack
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Part Two:

MOVING FORWARD
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§ Most treatment approaches focus on 
symptom reduction

§ This is important, but means we 
might overlook the [bleep]

§ Lasting change requires that we 
address the [bleep]

SKILLS AREN’T ENOUGH

Teens can’t 

fail therapy
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Cultivate Rapport
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FIRST MEETINGS
Rapport building, not diagnosing

Get parents out of the room
Focus on what teen is willing to do

Don’t hard sell therapy

“A strong therapeutic alliance is the 
most important indicator of positive 

outcomes when working with teens.”
Castro-Blanco and Karver, 2010
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We must demonstrate 
that we’re trustworthy

“Trust is built one marble at a time.”
Brené Brown, 2010
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THE MARBLES
Authentic
Consistent

Non-judgmental
Useful

Transparent

In small groups, complete 
Trust Marbles
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“[Connectedness is] a sense of belonging, 
or a sense of accompaniment. It is that 

feeling in your bones that you are not alone.”
Edward Hallowell, 1993
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RIGHT BRAIN CONNECTIONS
Validate & normalize
First person plural

More reflections, fewer questions
Less talk, more do

Be fully present

Relationships are 

reciprocal
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“We think we listen, but very rarely do we 
listen with real understanding, true empathy. 

Yet listening, of this very special kind, is one of 
the most potent forces for change that I know.”

Carl Rogers, 1995
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With reluctant clients, we tend 
to “turn up” the empathy

This doesn’t work with 
avoidantly attached teens

“The bullshit that therapists say.”
Former Client
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Facilitate Change
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Pre-contemplation

Contemplation

Preparation
Action

Maintenance

STAGES OF CHANGE
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Problem solving vs. problem recognition
Non-directive, but active, approach

Slow down
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Expect ambivalence
Indicates Contemplation

Suggests existential concerns
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Opportunity to deepen 
commitment to change
May result from pushing 

clients into Action

In small groups, complete
Stage-Specific Interventions

Recycle happen

Recycle and relapse aren’t the same
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Balance Risk & Safety
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“[Change] threatens our very 
identity and asks us to 

relinquish our way of being.”
Prochaska, Norcross & DiClemente, 1994
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Appropriate for teens to do risky things
Sometimes risk-taking turns maladaptive

Your office isn’t a safe space

Many teen clients are risk averse
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Comfort Zone

Challenge Zone 

Crisis Zone
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§ Acknowledge the physical, emotional & 
social risks involved in change

§ Explore good risks & bad risks
§ Provide opportunities to practice 

healthy risk taking

§ Use your hard-won therapeutic alliance 
to confront risk averse behaviors

RISKING CHANGE
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Nurture Thoughtful Choices
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A FEW REASONS
Brains in progress

Lack decision making experience
Choice means responsibility

Presenting issues may 
impact decision making

Don’t punish teens for the 

reasons they’re in therapy

All teens make bad choices
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§ Don’t make things worse
§ Least bad choice
§ Take time to think

§ Effective, not “good” or “bad”
§ Feelings aren’t facts

§ Disrupt the cycle

HOW TO BE MORE THOUGHTFUL
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“Bringing one’s complete attention to the present 
experience on a moment-to-moment basis.”

Marlatt & Kristeller, 1999

Making thoughtful choices 
requires mindfulness skills

Mindfulness is hard
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Sticks floating in a stream

Clients who would benefit 
most have the hardest time

Shaping mindfulness
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DAVID FLACK, MA, LMHC, SUDP
Email:  david@davidflack.com

Web:  www.davidflack.com 
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JOIN ME
Getting Unstuck

Understanding & Treating Co-occurring Disorders in Teens 
February 05, 2021

Rainbow Teens
Clinical & Ethical Considerations When Counseling LGBTQ+ Youth 

March 12, 2021

Ethical & Legal Considerations 
When Counseling Teens 

April 2, 2021

Teens & the Pandemic Blues 
April 23, 2021
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